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[57] _ ‘ > 

An‘image intensi?er tube device including a plurality - 
of diode image intensifier tubes. Each tube comprises ' ‘ 
a sealed cylindrical envelope having its one end closed‘ ‘ 
by an entry window carrying a photo-sensitive, elecé 
tron emitting layer enclosed by a good electrically 
conductive rim. A resistive layer is deposited, by va-y 
porization between the circumference of the electron 
emitting layer and the good electrically conductive 
rim, which resistive layer is connected to a' terminal of 
a voltage source having its other terminal connected 

‘ to an anode and to focussing means of the tube such _ “I - 

that in response to a sudden increase in the brightness 
of the image to be intensified a voltage drop is pro-' 
duced across the resistive ‘layer, as a resultof which ' ‘ 

the emitted electrons are de~focussed and/or de-K 
?ected. I ’ ' 

3 Claims, 2 Drawing Figures 
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IMAGE INTENSIFIER TUBE DEVICE 

‘The present invention relates to an image intensi?er 
tube device including one or more image intensifier, 
tubes, comprising a sealed cylindrical envelope having 
its one end closed by an entry window on the innersur 

A face of which a photo-sensitive, electron emitting layer 
is deposited which is in good electrical contact with, 
and enclosed by. a substantially circular, good electri: 
cally conductive rim, and having its other end closed by 
an exit window on which an anode in the form of a 

' phosphor screen is deposited, means being provided for 
> focussing a beam of electrons released from the photo 

sensitive, electron emitting layer by incident radiation, ‘ 
the means comprising at least a cathode ?ange 

' mounted around the substantially circular, good elec- ‘ 
trically conductive rim, the cathode ?ange being sealed 
by fritting‘to the entry window and being electrically 

' connected to an electrically conductive, cylindrical 
member which constitutes part of the envelope, the de 
vice further comprising a source of voltage located out 

' side the envelope, the voltage source having its positive ' 
terminal connected to the anode and supplying such 
voltages to the anode, the focussing means and the 
photo-sensitive,electron-emitting layer, that an elec 
tric ?eld is formed within the envelope which focusses 
the beam ' of electrons released from the photo- a 

_ sensitive, electron emitting layer onto the anode. ‘ 

__Such image intensi?er tube devices are well known 
- and are employed for making observations at low light 

levels, e.g. at night, or in order to create a visible image 
from‘ radiation invisible to the human eye. To this end 
an image of the scene to be observed is formed by 
means of'a' lens system on the photo-sensitive, electron 
emitting layer. There is, however, a danger that a very 
sudden and large increase in the light or radiation level, 
for ‘example due to a shell exploding in the ?eld of view, 
causes" an increase .in the intensity per unit area of the 

>3 beam vof electrons incident on the anode such that local 
vburnout ofthe anode occurs. For example, in an appa 
ratus comprising an image intensi?er tube operated 
with a" voltage difference between the anode and the 

. photo-sensitive electron emitting layer of 12 kV, and 
‘having, ‘under normal circumstances, an emission cur 
,rent of‘0.01.;1.A, burnout symptons will occur when, as 
"a consequence of a sudden ?ash of light, the emission‘ 
' current attains a value of 1 MA. 
" 1 It is an object ,of the present invention to provide an 

, , 'ima'ge intensi?er tube device of the above described 
,ytype, butincorporating means for preventing anode 
burnout due to very sudden increase in the intensity of 
incident radiation. 
To this end,-an image intensi?er tube device accord 

ing to the present invention is characterized in that at 
least one diode‘ image intensi?er tube comprises a layer 
deposited‘ by vaporization between the good electri 

Y cally ‘conducting, substantially circular rim and the ‘as 
' sembly of the cylindrical member and, the cathode 
?ange, the layer having a high resistance and low ca-. 
pacitance so that, upon a sudden increase in‘the' inten 

danger of anode burnout by the released beam of elec 
trons, the increased emission current causedthereby 
sets up avoltage difference between, the good electri 

2 
the focussing means, such that the electrons are de 
focussed and/or de?ected. , i 

The present invention will now 
erence to the accompanying drawings, in which: 
FIG. 1 shows a schematic sectional view of a known 

image intensi?er tube device in which the image inten 
si?er tube is a diode. ' ' 7 

‘FIG. 2 shows a‘detail of the image intensi?er tube de 
vice shown in FIG. 1 on a larger scale to illustrate an 
embodiment of the invention. ' ’ ‘ 

The image intensi?er tube device illustrated sche 
matically in FIG. 1 has a ?bre optic faceplate l consti 
tuting ‘the entry window. Faceplate 'l is sealed by means 
of a fritted layer 2 to an electrically conductive cathode 
?ange 3 which in turn is electrically connected at 4 to 
an electrically conductive cylindrical member 5 having 
an electrically conductive inner wall 6. Cylindrical 
‘member 5 is sealed in a known manner to a cylindrical 
glass casing member 7. Casing member 7 is sealed to an 
anode structure comprising an electrically conductive, 
conical member 8 electrically connected to an electri 
cally conductive ?ange memberl9 which in turn is elec 

- trically connected to a second electrically conductive 
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sity of the radiation incident on the photo-sensitive, ‘ 
vielectron .emitting‘layer up to a level where there is ay 3 
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' '- cally conducting, substantially circular rim and one of 

?ange member 10. Flange member 10 is ‘sealed by 
means of a fritted layer 11 to a ?bre optic faceplate l2_v 
constituting the exit window.‘ 
A photo-sensitive, electron emitting layer 13 is ap 

plied to the inner surface of faceplate 1 by, for exam 
ple, vaporization A good electrically conductive rim 
'14 is provided around the photo-sensitive‘layer, such 
that, as can be seen in FIG. 1, it connects photo 
sensitive layer 13 with cathode ?ange 3. " ~ 
The inner surface of faceplate 12 is vcoated with a 

phosphor layer 14, on which layer 14, a thin layer 16 
is deposited by, for example, vaporization of aluminum. 
This layer 16 is permeable to electrons and extends 
over at least part of ?ange member 10. * M 
A voltage source 17 has its negative terminal con 

nected to the assembly comprising cylindrical member 
5, inner wall 6 and cathode ?ange 3 (in FIG. 1 to cylin 
drical member 5), and has its positive terminal con 
nected ‘to the assembly comprising ?ange members 9 
and 10 and conical member 8 (inFIG. l to ?ange mem 
ber 9). . 
The image intensi?er tube device described above 

with reference to FIG. 1 is employed in making obser 
vations at very low light levels. The device can, how 
ever, also be used for forming a visible image from radi 
ation invisible to the human eye. ' 
When making observations, an'image of a scene is ‘ 

formed on the photo-sensitive, electron emitting layer 
13 by means of an optical system (not shown). The 
beam of electrons released as a result of the radiation 
incident on the photo-sensitive layer 13 is accelerated 
by the electric ?eld formed within the sealed envelope 
(constituted by faceplate l, cathode flange 3, cylindri 
cal member 5, cylindrical casing member 7, ?ange 

_ members 9 and 10 and ?nally faceplate 12) by thevolt 
601 ages obtained from voltage source 17 in the direction 

.16. According to techniques well known in the ?eld of 
of the phosphor layer 15 carrying the aluminum layer 

image intensi?ers, the various electrically conducting 
components to which the voltages are applied, and the 
applied voltages themselves, are shaped or chosen such 
that the beam of electrons is focussed on, phosphor 
layer 15. Animage appears in the usual manner on 
phosphor layer 15, which image can be observed, 

be described with ref; . 
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through faceplate l5 and has a greater brightness than’ 
the original image of the scene formed on photo 
sensitive layer 13. ‘ 

When an image intensifier tube' device such’ as de 
scribed above is used for observing an outdoor scene, 
as is usual in, for example, military practice, and a shell 
is exploded in the ?eld of view, this may lead to such 
an increase in the local intensity of the radiation ince 
dent on photo-sensitive layer 13 that the local intensity 
of the beam of electrons incident on phosphor layer 15 
becomes so high that phosphor layer 15 and/or alumin 
ium layer 16 burnout at the point of incidence. 
Experience has shown that these burnout phenomena 

accompany emission currents approximately 100 times 
larger than emission currents occurring under normal 
operating conditions. 
The object of the present invention is to provide an 

image intensi?er tube device of the above type in which 
a beam of electrons incident on the phosphor layer is 
defocussed and/or de?ected in response to an in 
creased emission current. 
A detail of an embodiment of the image intensi?er 

tube device according to the invention is illustrated in 
FIG. 2 on a larger scale. It is observed that the compo— 
nents of the image intensi?er tube device shown in FIG. 
1 which are not shown in FIG. 2 may have the same 
form in the embodiment shown in FIG. 2. Thus, part of 
faceplate l, fritted layer 2, cathode ?ange 3, cylindrical 
member 5 and inner wall 6 is shown in FIG. 2. In addi 
tion, FIG. 2 shows a part of photo-sensitive, electron 
emitting layer 13 and electrically conductive rim 14. As 
can be seen in FIG. 2, electrically conductive rim 14 
does not extend beyond fritted layer 2 in this embodi 
ment of the invention. On the contrary, in this embodi 
ment an electrically resistive layer 18 is applied by va 
porization to be contiguous with electrically conduc 
tive rim 14, which layer 18 extends past fritted layer 2 
and covers part of cathode ?ange 3. This electrically 
resistive layer 18 may extend along the whole circum 
ference of electrically conductive rim l4_ or only along 
a part of this circumference. The resistance of this re 
sistive layer 18 is chosen so that under normal operat 
ing conditions the voltage drop across the resistive 
layer has a value such that the beam of electrons re 
mains focussed on the phosphor layer. For example, if 
under normal operating conditions the emission cur 
rent has a value of 0.05 #A, the resistance of resistive 
layer 18 will be chosen such that the voltage drop 
across this layer does not exceed a few volts, for exam 
ple, maximally 5 volts. The resistance may be, for ex 

. ample, l M!) or more. If a sudden increase in the emis 
sion current occurs as a result of a sudden increase in 
the local intensity of incident radiation, the voltage 
drop across resistive layer 18 will increase from a value 
of below 5 volts to a value which, if the emission cur 
rent increases by a factor of 100, may be some tens or 
even hundreds of volts. This will cause the voltage dif 
ference between, on the one hand, the assembly com 
prising cathode ?ange 3, cylindrical member 5 and 
inner wall 6 and, on the other hand, electrically con 
ductive rim 14 to be changed, this in turn causing the 
electric ?eld within the envelope to change so that the 
beam of electrons is no longer focussed on phosphor‘ 
layer 15. The consequence of this is that the local in 
tensity of the electrons incident on the phosphor layer 
is decreased and‘bumout is thereby prevented. 
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4 
Clearly the advantage of this embodiment is that the 

increased voltage drop across resistive layer 18, which 
alters the voltage difference between, on the one hand, 
the‘assembly comprising good electrically conductive 
rim l4 and photo-sensitive layer 13 and, on the other 
hand, the assembly comprising cathode ?ange 3, cylin 
drical element 5 and inner wall 6, causes a change in 
the electric ?eld near photo-sensitive layer 13, ie at 
the place where the electrons having just emanated 
from the photo-sensitive layer still have a very low ve 
locity and so can be easily in?uenced. An additional 
point is that the capacitance of the resistive layer 
should be kept as low as possible in order to prevent 
this capacitance from short-circuiting the resistive 
layer when a rapidly increasing intensity of the incident 
radiation causes the emission current to increase. The 
value of the capacitance is preferably below 5 pF. 

It is observed that a combination of an internal resis 
tive layer 18 and an external resistive means is also pos 
sible. ‘ 

In another embodiment of the image intensi?er tube 
device according to the present invention the resistive 
layer may have a non-linear characteristic so that for 
currents of, for example, up to approximately ten times 
the normally occurring value, the resistance is such that 
the voltage drop produced across the layer does not ex 
ceed a few volts, whereas for currents greater than ap 
proximately ten times the normally occurring value, the 
resistance has a value at least ten times its value under 
normal operating conditions. 

It will be clear that this last described embodiment 
can be combined with the previously described em 
bodiment. . 

In the above embodiments it is also possible that the 
assembly connected to the negative terminal of the 
voltage source, such as the assembly constituted by cy 
lindrical element 5 and cathode ?ange 3 in FIG. 2, is 
divided into two sections, e.g. parallel to the plane of 
the drawing. When these two sections are insulated 
from each other and both sections are connected to the 
negative terminal of the voltage source, while resistive 
layer 18 is connected to only one of the sections, a sud 
den increase of the emission current will not only result 
in a de-focussing of the beam of electrons, but also in 
a movement of the beam across the phosphor layer as 
this beam is laterally de?ected. This last effect will, of 
course, contribute to keeping the phosphor layer from 
burning out. 
We claim: 
1. An image intensi?er tube device including one or 

more diode image intensi?er tubes, comprising a sealed 
cylindrical envelope having its one end closed by an 
entry window on the inner surface of which a photo 
sensitive, electron emitting layer is deposited which is 
in good electrical contact with, and enclosed by, a sub 
stantially circular, good electrically conductive rim, 
and having its other end closed by an exit window on 
which an anode in the form of a phosphor screen is de 
posited, means being provided for focussing a beam of 
electrons released from the photo-sensitive, electron 
emitting layer by incident radiation, said means com 
prising at least a cathode ?ange mounted around the 
substantially circular, good electrically conductive rim, 
the cathode ?ange being sealed by fritting to the entry 
window and being electrically connected to an electri 
cally conductive, cylindrical member which constitutes 
part of the envelope, the device further comprising a 
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source of voltage located outside the envelope, said 
voltage source having its positive terminal connected to 
the anode and supplying such voltages to the anode, the 
focussing means and the photo-sentitive, electron emit 
ting layer, that an electric ?eld is formed within the en 
velope which focusses the beam of electrons released 
from the photo-sensitive electron emitting layer onto 
the anode, characterized in that at least one diode 
image intensi?er tube comprises a layer deposited by 
vaporization between the good electrically conducting, 
substantially circular rim and the assembly of the cylin 
drical member and the cathode ?ange, said layer hav 
ing a high resistance and low capacitance so that, upon 
a sudden increase in the intensity of the radiation inci 
dent on the photo-sensitive, electron emitting layer 
takes place up to a level where there is a danger of 
anode burnout by the released beam of electrons, the 
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6 
increased emission current caused thereby sets up a 
voltage difference between the good electrically con 
ducting, substantially circular rim and one of the focus: 
sing means, such that the electrons are de-focussed 
and/or deflected. ' 

2. An image intensi?er tube device according to 
claim 1, characterized in that said layer deposited by 
vaporization has a linear characteristic and a resistance 
greater than 1 MO and a capacitance less than‘5 pF. 

3. An image intensi?er tube device according to 
claim 1, characterized in that said layer deposited by I 
vaporization has a non-linear characteristic such that 
for an emission current below approximately 100 mA 
the resistance is below 1 M9 and for an emission cur 
rent above 100 mA the resistance is above approxi 
mately 10 M0, 

* * * * * 


